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ABSTRACT
Human shoulder movements involve motions at four different articulations, one of which is the
contact between the scapula bone and the ribcage. The shoulder biomechanical models become less
reliable when the scapulothoracic (ST) contact, which is not a joint in the anatomical sense, is not
considered. On the other hand, constraints posed by the ST contact reduce the number of degrees of
freedom (DOF) and introduce the interdependencies between the joint coordinates which in turn
complicates the motion planning. However, a minimal parameterization that incorporates the
constraints, notably simplifies costly computational procedure related to the model predictions. In this
paper, the complex kinematics of the human shoulder is analyzed considering the point-contact model
between scapula bone and thorax. Later, replacing the contact constraint with an equivalent kinematic
chain and adding parallel kinematic links, the human shoulder girdle is modelled as a 6-4 parallel
mechanism. A novel minimal set of independent parameters equal to the number of degrees of
freedom is then devised in terms of the parallel mechanism’s link lengths and the shoulder joint
angles. The proposed parallel mechanism can also emulate the moving ST contact point during the
shoulder motions. Finally, the shoulder motion planning method in terms of the time-dependent
minimal coordinates is presented.

Keywords: shoulder, scapula, joints, kinematics, parallel mechanism, biomechanics.
1. Introduction
The shoulder complex is the most mobile part of the human body that provides a broad range of
motions for the upper arm. Since it plays a vital role in the human activities of daily living (ADL), its
proper functionality is important and as such, there is a need for an appropriate biomechanical model
of the shoulder that can simulate complicated upper limb movement patterns. To date, only a few
musculoskeletal models for the shoulder and upper limb have been developed that are most
commonly used for a variety of purposes [1]: Swedish Shoulder Model [2, 3], Delft shoulder and
elbow model (DSEM) [4, 5], Newcastle shoulder model (NSM) [6], Holzbaur’s upper extremity
model (HM) [7], Anybody model [8], Garner’s model [9] and Dickerson’s model [10]. Owing to the
increasing interest of researchers in kinematic properties of the human shoulder, a number of different
shoulder models based on open-loop [11-15] and closed-loop kinematic chains [14, 16-21] have been
developed. Characteristically, the open-loop chain shoulder models have rather basic structures which
simplify the kinematic and dynamic analyses. However, most of them do not consider the gliding
motion of the scapula over the thorax. On the contrary, the closed-loop chain models with higher
precision and load carrying capacity can have singular points within their limited workspace. Despite
the considerable amount of research that has been done on this topic, the complete analysis of the
intricate kinematics of the human shoulder remains a challenging task.
The human shoulder can be considered as a hybrid mechanism whereby the shoulder girdle
(thorax, clavicle and scapula) is a positioning and orienting parallel mechanism for the humerus which
is serially connected through the glenohumeral (GH) joint. Generally, the sternoclavicular (SC) joint
that connects the clavicle to the thorax, the acromioclavicular (AC) joint that connects the scapula to
the clavicle and the GH joint are modelled as ideal three degrees of freedom (3-DOFs) ball-and-socket
joints. However, a sphere-on-sphere model [22] and deformable joint [23] have also been proposed to
model the GH joint.
The scapulothoracic (ST) articulation makes the shoulder girdle a closed kinematic chain
constraining the scapula to move over the thorax and reduces the overall DOFs of the shoulder.
*Corresponding author at: Northfields Ave, University of Wollongong, NSW, Australia. Tel.: +61421038349
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Therefore, the gliding motion of the scapula bone is usually modelled using geometrical constraints: a
contact between one [20, 22], two or three [5, 19, 24, 25] fixed points belonging to the scapula with
an ellipsoid (or cone [17]) representing the thorax. In fact, physiologically, this contact point is not
fixed on the scapula bone during the shoulder movements [26]. Therefore, the shoulder models with
fixed ST contact points may lead to nonphysical scapula movements [20]. The models that have a
tangential ST constraint [27, 28] (the scapula plane to be normal to the ellipsoid) result in a more
physiological ST model [29]. In contrast to rigidly constrained scapula models, the integrated
kinematic interaction between the scapula and the humerus, usually referred as scapulohumeral
rhythm or shoulder rhythm, leads to another approach with regression equations where the scapula
and clavicle joint angles have been defined as a function of the humeral angles [3, 30-33]. However,
the drawbacks of these regression models are that they do not respect the ST constraints, cannot
describe the independent scapula and humerus motions and cannot distinguish pathological shoulder.
In [22], it has been argued that the introduction of the kinematic constraints is more pertinent than the
use of couplings between the shoulder joints’ coordinates. Further, in order to obtain an adequately
modelled shoulder kinematics, the contact constraints have been added to the shoulder rhythm model
in [34]. A recently developed OpenSim biomechanical model of the scapulothoracic joint, based on an
internal coordinate joint formulation (ellipsoid mobilizer), enforces the motion of the scapula without
kinematic surface constraints and describes the scapular kinematics with 4-DOFs [28].
In [19], the human shoulder girdle structure has been modelled as a 2-3 (number of base-top joints)
parallel mechanism with the thorax as a base and scapula as a moving platform where the scapulathorax two holonomic constraints have been replaced with two UPS (universal-prismatic-spherical)
kinematic chains with passive prismatic pairs. In comparison to the joint angle-description of shoulder
kinematics, by modelling the shoulder girdle as a parallel mechanism, a set of independent parameters
equal to the number of DOFs were introduced and referred as minimal coordinates. The minimal
coordinates that have the advantage of being independent incorporate the constraints. The use of such
minimal coordinates considerably facilitates the kinematic motion planning procedure given their
independence. A kinematic analysis of the parallel model in [19] led to the construction of three
alternative forward kinematic maps and three minimal sets of independent coordinates. However,
constructing a dynamic model using these coordinates is somewhat problematic as these coordinate
sets need to be mapped back to the joint angle parameterisation and they do not have an immediate
physiological implication.
In the light of the above, this paper proposes a model of the human shoulder with the modified
parallel shoulder girdle mechanism along with a novel minimal parameterisation of the shoulder
model’s kinematics. First, the scapulothoracic (ST) articulation is modelled with only one scapula
point constrained to move on the surface of the thorax (ellipsoid) which leads to 8-DOFs for the
shoulder complex: nine kinematic coordinates subject to one constraint. Then, this contact constraint
is replaced with the equivalent UPS kinematic chain with passive prismatic joint which leads to only
one additional forward kinematic map. Finally, by introducing four additional UPS links with active
prismatic joints, which do not alter the number of DOFs, the human shoulder girdle is modelled as a
6-4 parallel mechanism. The configuration of the 4-DOFs scapula is then parameterised in terms of
four active link lengths. This has resulted in a set of minimal independent parameters that can all have
a direct geometrical significance and can be easily used in the dynamic analysis of the human
shoulder. Subsequently, the forward kinematic modelling of the proposed parallel mechanism is
derived in a way such that the ST contact point can move on the scapula plane during the given
shoulder motion. In addition, the proposed model can also be adapted for pathological shoulder cases.
Finally, using the proposed kinematic model, a feasible parallel mechanism can be designed to have
equivalent kinematic properties to those of a human shoulder girdle.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the kinematic model of the human shoulder
with one ST contact constraint based on the other models from the literature. Section 3 presents the
parallel mechanism based model of the human shoulder girdle with its detailed kinematic analysis. In
Section 4, a case study with the proposed shoulder parallel mechanism is presented where the minimal
coordinates have been used to plan the abduction of the arm in the scapular plane. Finally, Section 5
presents a discussion on the results and limitations of the proposed model. The elaboration on future
work concludes the paper.

2. A kinematic model of the human shoulder.
The geometric model of the shoulder and the bony landmarks used in this work are based on
recommendations of the International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) [35]. The kinematic model
parameterizes the movement of each of the three bones in the shoulder relative to the thorax which is
fixed. Each bone is represented by the following bony landmarks shown in Fig. 1: thorax (IJ, PX, T8,
C7), clavicle (SC, AC), scapula (AA, TS, AI) and humerus (GH, HU).

Fig.1. The shoulder bony landmarks and coordinate systems (0 – thorax, 1 – clavicle, 2 – scapula, 3 –
humerus). Images are created using OpenSim model [36].

The local coordinate systems (clavicular, scapular and humeral) are centered at the joints around
which the corresponding shoulder bones rotate: the clavicle around the SC joint, the scapula around
the AC joint and the humerus around the GH joint. These reference systems are constructed following
the guidelines set by ISB. A subindex is attributed to each reference frame. The thorax is defined as
the carrier body and is attributed to the subindex 0.
The SC, AC and GH joints are modelled as ideal ball and socket joints and parameterized using the
sets of Euler angles.
𝜃𝑖 = (𝜓𝑖 𝑣𝑖 𝜑𝑖 )𝑇 ,

i = 1, 2, 3.

(1)

The Euler angles are all equal to zero when the corresponding coordinate system is aligned with
the initial reference system (attached to the thorax at IJ). The rotation sequences for the SC and AC
joints are defined as Y-X-Z. The rotation sequence for the GH joint is defined as Y-X-Y. These angles
and sequences are based on the ISB guidelines. Thus, the shoulder’s configuration is parameterised by
a vector of nine joint angles.
The coordinate transformations between the frames are defined as follows:
𝑃0,1 = 𝐑1 𝑃1 + 𝑃10 ,

(2)

𝑃0,2 = 𝐑 2 𝑃2 + 𝑃20 = 𝐑 2 𝑃2 + 𝐑1 𝑃21 + 𝑃10 ,

(3)

𝑃0,3 = 𝐑 3 𝑃3 + 𝑃30 = 𝐑 3 𝑃3 + 𝐑 2 𝑃32 + 𝐑1 𝑃21 + 𝑃10 ,

(4)

𝐑 𝒊 = 𝐑(z, 𝜑𝑖 )𝐑(𝑥, 𝑣𝑖 )𝐑(y, 𝜓𝑖 ),

(5.1)

𝐑 𝟑 = 𝐑(y, 𝜑3 )𝐑(𝑥, 𝑣3 )𝐑(𝑦, 𝜓3 ),

i = 1, 2.

(5.2)

Here Pi and P0i represent the vector expressed in the ith frame (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) and the vector from the
origin to the ith frame, respectively.

The scapulothoracic contact is the contact between the scapula and thorax. The scapula plane can
be defined by three bony landmarks TS, AI and AC. The thorax is modelled as an ellipsoid with halfaxis dimensions a, b, and c [19, 25, 37]. An additional coordinate frame is attached to the center of the
ellipsoid E with the half-axis dimensions being aligned with the orthogonal axes of the frame. It is
known that the intersection of an ellipsoid and a plane is an ellipse (Fig. 2(a)). In the current model,
the centre of this small intersection ellipse is considered as the ST contact point. The one ST contact
holonomic constraint can be written in the following form:
𝛷𝑆𝑇 (𝜃1 , 𝜃2 ) =

(𝑥𝑆𝑇 −𝑥𝐸 )2
𝑎2

+

(𝑦𝑆𝑇 −𝑦𝐸 )2
𝑏2

+

(𝑧𝑆𝑇 −𝑧𝐸 )2
𝑐2

− 1 = 0,

(6)

Here (𝑥𝑆𝑇 , 𝑦𝑆𝑇 , 𝑧𝑆𝑇 ) and (𝑥𝐸 , 𝑦𝐸 , 𝑧𝐸 ) are the Cartesian coordinates (vectors P0ST and P0E) of ST point
and the centre of ellipsoid E, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) The ellipsoid and plane intersection. (b) The ST point contact in the kinematic shoulder model. (c)
The ST contact constraint is replaced by UPS link with passive prismatic joint. Images (b) and (c) were created
using OpenSim model.

The forward kinematic analysis of the shoulder model provides a mapping between the nine Euler
angles (θ1, θ2, θ3) at three joints SC, AC and GH and the pose of the end-effecter P0HU (the HU joint in
Fig. 2(b)) subject to one ST contact constraint. Applying the Grubler-Kutzbach criterion [38], the
kinematic shoulder model, shown in Fig. 2(b), has 8-DOFs.
𝐹 = 6(𝑛 − 𝑗 − 1) + ∑𝑖 𝑓𝑖 = 6 ∙ (4 − 4 − 1) + 3 ∙ 3 + 5 = 8,

(7)

Here n is the number of links including the fixed base, j is the number of joints and fi is their
associated DOFs. There are three spherical ball-and-socket joints with 3-DOFs each and there is one
constraint, defining the spherical slider joint with 5-DOFs. The self-rotations of the links SC-AC and
GH-HU due to spherical joints at both ends introduce two redundant DOFs, called passive DOFs.
Hence, the configuration of the end effector (HU joint) is defined by 6-DOFs. The shoulder kinematic
model is redundant since the position of HU joint can be reached with more than one configuration of
the shoulder bones. Note that, the axial rotation of the humerus is considered passive as the present
work is focussed only on the shoulder movement. The orientation of the humerus must be considered
when modelling the elbow (hinge joint).
Further, the ST contact constraint can be replaced with an equivalent kinematic chain [19]
comprising of universal joint at the centre of the thorax ellipsoid E connected with the passive
prismatic joint to a ball-and-socket joint at the ST point. This additional kinematic chain (ST leg)
provides an alternative method for construction of a forward kinematic map. As a result, there are two
equivalent kinematic maps: one through the AC joint with ST contact (ellipsoid) constraint and one
through ST joint with AC contact (spherical) constraint. For the alternative parallel kinematic map
(through ST joint), additional sets of three Euler angles and two spherical angles are defined for the
spherical joint at ST (𝜓ST, 𝑣 ST, 𝜑ST) and for the superimposed universal joint at E (αST,βST)

respectively. To parameterise the final configuration of the humerus (HU joint), two alternative sets of
joint coordinates can be used:
AC map (natural): 𝑞𝐴𝐶 = (𝜃1𝑇 𝜃2𝑇 𝜃3𝑇 )𝑇 = (𝜓1 𝑣1 𝜑1 𝜓2 𝑣2 𝜑2 𝜓3 𝑣3 𝜑3 )𝑇 .

(8)

𝑇
ST map (parallel): 𝑞𝑆𝑇 = (𝜃1 (1) 𝛼𝑆𝑇 𝛽𝑆𝑇 𝜃𝑆𝑇
𝜃3𝑇 )𝑇 = (𝜑1 𝛼𝑆𝑇 𝛽𝑆𝑇 𝜓𝑆𝑇 𝑣𝑆𝑇 𝜑𝑆𝑇 𝜓3 𝑣3 𝜑3 )𝑇 . (9)

Four of the nine joint angles (𝜑1 , 𝜓3 , 𝑣3 , 𝜑3 ) appear in both Eqs.(8)-(9), the clavicle’s axial
rotation and three humeral Euler angles, that are unconstrained and mutually independent. The
remaining two distinct sets of five joint coordinates correspond to the configuration of the scapula.
Consequently, the shoulder girdle can be represented as a 2-2 parallel mechanism, as shown in Fig.
3, with the moving platform (scapula) supported by two spherical joints over two legs, one of which is
of constant length (clavicle). The scapula is gliding on two surfaces, a sphere and an ellipsoid, through
two point contacts: AC and ST. The Grubler-Kutzbach criterion states that the shoulder girdle,
without the passive DOF associated with the clavicle’s self-rotation, has 4-DOFs (10).
𝐹 = 6(𝑛 − 𝑗 − 1) + ∑𝑖 𝑓𝑖 = 6 ∙ (4 − 4 − 1) + 3 ∙ 3 + 1 ∙ 2 − 1 = 4.

(10)

For the parallel shoulder girdle, there are two 3-DOFs spherical ball-and-socket joints on the top
and one on the base, and there is one 2-DOFs universal base joint superimposed at the ellipsoid’s
centre E. The prismatic joint in the introduced UPS kinematic chain (ST leg) is not considered as it
depends on the universal joint’s movement and cannot be actuated separately [19]. The 4-DOFs of the
parallel platform correspond to two translational and two rotational DOFs of the scapula, namely:
elevation/depression, abduction/adduction, upward/downward rotation and anterior/posterior tilting.
The outer link (humerus bone) is serially connected on top of the moving platform through the balland-socket GH joint (as shown in Fig. 3) and its motion is described in terms of three Euler angles
(𝜓3 , 𝑣3 , 𝜑3 )T. Now, the human shoulder can be represented as a hybrid mechanism consisting of a
parallel shoulder girdle mechanism which orients and positions the serially connected humerus link.

Fig. 3. CAD design of the hybrid shoulder mechanism.

3. Modelling the human shoulder girdle as a 6-4 parallel mechanism
Minimal kinematic parameterisation
In the previous Section, similar to the model in [19], the scapula was parameterised by two
alternative sets of five coordinates: (𝜓1 , 𝑣 1, 𝜓2, 𝑣 2, 𝜑2) and (αST, βST, 𝜓ST, 𝑣 ST, 𝜑ST). However, as the
shoulder girdle has 4-DOFs in the described model, four independent parameters or inputs are needed
to fully express the configuration (position and orientation) of scapula. In order to obtain four
independent variables to construct a minimal set of parameters, four additional UPS links with active
prismatic joints are added to the shoulder girdle parallel platform, as shown in Fig. 4. The new
mechanism consists of 12 links: fixed base (thorax), moving platform (scapula), clavicle link, ST leg
and 4 additional limbs consisting of two links each (due to the active prismatic joints). There are 16

joints in total: 6 spherical joints on the moving platform, 5 universal joints and 1 spherical joint on the
base, and 4 prismatic joints in the added limbs. In fact, adding an additional UPS link does not alter
the total number of DOFs of the spatial manipulator because each UPS link is a complete set of 6DOFs. It can be verified using the mobility formula (11) as follows:
𝐹 = 6(𝑛 − 𝑗 − 1) + ∑𝑖 𝑓𝑖 = 6 ∙ (12 − 16 − 1) + 7 ∙ 3 + 5 ∙ 2 + 4 − 1 = 4

(11)

Fig. 4. The human shoulder girdle modelled as a 6-4 parallel mechanism
Thus, the modified parallel mechanism still possesses only 4-DOFs. In contrast, an additional
universal-spherical (US) link which has 5-DOFs will reduce the total number of DOFs of the
mechanism by one. Note that, as in the previous Section, the passive DOF associated with the
clavicle’s self-rotation is subtracted and passive prismatic joint in the ST leg is not considered.
Moreover, it is also apparent that newly added UPS limbs can be also replaced by SPS limbs without
compromising the overall DOFs of the mechanism as the passive DOFs associated with SPS limbs
will also be subtracted from the DOF equation. The modified parallel mechanism describing shoulder
girdle movement is now modelled as a 6-4 parallel mechanism. Two additional UPS links meet at
concentric spherical joints on the mobile platform (scapula) at the bony landmark TS and the other
two additional UPS links meet the same way at the scapula landmark AI. The four additional active
limbs provide us with four independent inputs in terms of the lengths d of these links. The four links’
offsets can be varied independently and are equal to the number of the DOFs of the model.
Due to a special variation of this parallel mechanism, like having constrained links and concentric
spherical joints on the top platform, once the lengths of the four additional UPS links are given
(d1 d2 d3 d4 ), the configuration of the moving platform can be found through the forward kinematics
analysis as shown further in this Section.
Consequently, both forward kinematic maps (natural and parallel) described in Section 2 can be
parameterised in terms of the following vector of eight minimal coordinates:
𝑇

𝑞𝑚𝑖𝑛 = (𝜃1 (1) d1 d2 d3 d4 𝜃3 𝑇 ) = (𝜓1 d1 d2 d3 d4 𝜓3 𝑣3 𝜑3 )𝑇 ,

(12)

Geometry description and kinematics of the 6-4 parallel shoulder girdle mechanism
The parallel mechanism of the shoulder girdle, shown in Fig. 4, consists of a moving platform
(scapula), whose plane is defined using three scapula bony landmarks (AC, TS, and AI), connected to
a base platform (thorax) using six limbs: one limb has a constant length and represents the clavicle,
one of the limbs with a variable length represents ST contact and modelled as a UPS link with passive
prismatic joint and the other four links with variable lengths are modelled as UPS links with active
prismatic joints. The four additional universal joints on the base are placed at the defined bony
landmarks of the thorax (refer to Fig. 1) to give them real anatomical basis. Thus, the fixed inertial
coordinate system (with subindex 0) defined in Section 2 is placed at the base joint of the mechanism
(at IJ). Ideally, the four additional base joints (placed at IJ, P8, TX and C7) lie on one plane, called

sagittal plane, which divides the human body into left and right sides. The initial two base joints,
placed at SC joint and at the center of the ellipsoid E, obviously, do not belong to that plane. The
model in Fig. 4 is just a simplified representation of the proposed mechanism.
The coordinate frame of the moving platform (with subindex 2) is attached at AC joint as defined
in Section 2 (Fig.1). Therefore, the position and orientation of the moving platform (scapula) with
respect to the base (thorax) is described by the 4×4 homogeneous transformation matrix T which
consists of a 3×3 rotation matrix 𝐑 𝟐 of the moving platform and a 3×1 position vector 𝑃20 of the AC
joint expressed in the inertial frame. The vectors 𝑆𝐶 0 , 𝑃𝑋 0 , 𝑇80 , 𝐶70 , 𝐸 0 , 𝑇𝑆 2 and 𝐴𝐼 2 have constant
lengths defined by the dimensions of the shoulder model.
The length of the each limb can be found by taking the dot product of the vector along the limb
with itself:
d2 = [𝑃20 − 𝑆𝐶 0 ]𝑇 [𝑃20 − 𝑆𝐶 0 ],

for clavicle limb SC-AC

d12 = [𝑃20 + 𝐑 𝟐 𝑇𝑆 2 ]𝑇 [𝑃20 + 𝐑 𝟐 𝑇𝑆 2 ],

(13)

for UPS limb IJ-TS

d22 = [𝑃20 + 𝐑 𝟐 𝑇𝑆 2 − 𝑃𝑋 0 ]𝑇 [𝑃20 + 𝐑 𝟐 𝑇𝑆 2 − 𝑃𝑋 0 ],

(14)

for UPS limb PX-TS

(15)

d23 = [𝑃20 + 𝐑 𝟐 𝐴𝐼 2 − 𝐶70 ]𝑇 [𝑃20 + 𝐑 𝟐 𝐴𝐼2 − 𝐶70 ],

for UPS limb C7-AI

(16)

d24 = [𝑃20 + 𝐑 𝟐 𝐴𝐼 2 − 𝑇80 ]𝑇 [𝑃20 + 𝐑 𝟐 𝐴𝐼2 − 𝑇80 ],

for UPS limb T8-AI

(17)

2
d𝑆𝑇
= [𝑃20 + 𝐑 𝟐 𝑆𝑇 2 − 𝐸 0 ]𝑇 𝐄ST [𝑃20 + 𝐑 𝟐 𝑆𝑇 2 − 𝐸 0 ] − 1 = 0,
1
a2

0

0

Here 𝐄ST = 0

1
b2

0

[0

0

for ST leg

(18)

a, b, c - are ellipsoid half-axis dimensions

1
c2 ]

The set of the above Eqs (13)-(18) yields six equations describing the pose of the moving platform
(scapula) with respect to the fixed base (thorax). It can be seen that the inverse kinematics of such
mechanism is simple and gives a unique solution. Given the configuration of the moving platform (𝐑 𝟐
and 𝑃20 ), the lengths of the links can be found by taking the square root of the above expressions.
Thus, there are two possible solutions for the link length. However, only the positive link length is
physically feasible and if the solution is a complex number, the configuration of the top platform
(scapula) is not reachable.
In contrast to inverse kinematics, forward kinematic (FK) analysis of this kind of parallel
mechanism is a challenging task. For a given set of limb lengths, one needs to find the configuration
of the moving platform. As stated before, the orientation and position of the moving platform
(scapula) can be described using rotation matrix 𝐑 𝟐 and position vector 𝑃20 that contain nine and three
scalar unknowns, respectively. There exist different approaches and methods to solve this problem
that involves highly nonlinear equations which will lead to multiple solutions.
Nevertheless, in comparison to rotation matrix 𝐑 𝟐 and position vector 𝑃20 , the Cartesian
coordinates (x, y, z) of any three points on the scapula (say AC, TS and AI) expressed in the inertial
frame can also fully define the pose of the scapula with respect to the thorax. Then, defining the
spatial configuration of all the joints with respect to each other and to the origin (excluding the ST
contact point for the moment) will give 8 quadratic equations with 9 unknowns (x, y, z coordinates of
3 moving points). As the location of the ST contact point on the scapula plane is unknown, one
ellipsoid constraint equation will add another 3 unknowns (x, y, z coordinates of the ST contact)
resulting in the system of 9 equations with 12 unknowns. In fact, the ST contact point that belongs to
the scapula plane can be used to derive additional three equations. As the ST contact belongs to the
scapula plane, its coordinates can be expressed in terms of the coordinates of the other three points on
the scapula (TS, AI and AC). In other words, the coordinates of the ST contact point are functions of

the coordinates of the other three scapula points. The vectors that extend from the ST contact point to
any of the other three vertices of the scapula triangle are perpendicular to the vector normal to the
scapula plane. In other words, the dot products between these vectors and the normal vector must be
zero. In turn, the vector normal to the scapula plane can be found using the cross product of any two
vectors that connect all three vertices of the scapula triangle as follows:
𝑁 0 = (𝐴𝐼 0 − 𝐴𝐶 0 ) × (𝑇𝑆 0 − 𝐴𝐶 0 )

(19)

Finally, the system of 12 equations with 12 unknowns (x, y, and z coordinates of four points) to
solve FK is derived as follows (20). Referring to Fig. 4:
(X AC − X SC )2 + (YAC − YSC )2 + (ZAC − ZSC )2 − d2
(X TS )2 + (YTS )2 + (ZTS )2 − d12
(X TS − X PX )2 + (YTS − YPX )2 + (ZTS − ZPX )2 − d22
(X AI − X C7 )2 + (YAI − YC7 )2 + (ZAI − ZC7 )2 − d23
(X AI − X T8 )2 + (YAI − YT8 )2 + (ZAI − ZT8 )2 − d24
(XST −XE )2

𝐅(𝜆, 𝑥) =

a2

+

(YST −YE )2
b2

+

(ZST −ZE )2
c2

−1

(X TS − X AC + (YTS − YAC + (ZTS − ZAC − L21
(X AI − X AC )2 + (YAI − YAC )2 + (ZAI − ZAC )2 − L22
(X AI − X TS )2 + (YAI − YTS )2 + (ZAI − ZTS )2 − L23
)2

)2

)2

=𝟎

(20)

X N ∙ (X ST − X AC ) + YN ∙ (YST − YAC ) + ZN ∙ (ZST − ZAC )
X N ∙ (X ST − X AI ) + YN ∙ (YST − YAI ) + ZN ∙ (ZST − ZAI )
[ X N ∙ (X ST − X TS ) + YN ∙ (YST − YTS ) + ZN ∙ (ZST − ZTS ) ]
The system of Eq. (20) is a set of fundamental equations that has 12 polynomial equations with a
highest order of 2, where 𝜆 = [𝑋𝐴𝐶 𝑌𝐴𝐶 𝑍𝐴𝐶 𝑋𝑇𝑆 𝑌𝑇𝑆 𝑍𝑇𝑆 𝑋𝐴𝐼 𝑌𝐴𝐼 𝑍𝐴𝐼 𝑋𝑆𝑇 𝑌𝑆𝑇 𝑍𝑆𝑇 ]𝑇 is the 12-dimensional
output vector of the unknowns and 𝑥 = [d1 d2 d3 d4 ]𝑇 is the four-dimensional input vector of the link
lengths variables. Other symbols in Eq. (20) represent constant values. Note that, if the base points IJ,
P8, TX and C7 lie on one plane, their z-components become zero. The representation of Eq. (20) in a
matrix form is adopted from [39]. This system of equations incorporates ellipsoid constraint and
allows the ST contact to move on the scapula plane. Thus, the input values 𝑥 = [d1 d2 d3 d4 ]𝑇 that
solve Eq.(20) can be referred as the minimal coordinates that incorporate the ST constraint. Such
systems of highly nonlinear equations can be solved using different analytical methods [37-40]. This
can result in a number of possible forward kinematic solutions. However, a numerical iteration
method with the appropriate initial guess vector can be applied to find the current forward kinematic
solution of the moving platform that lies in the same branch of solutions as the initial configuration of
the parallel platform [40]. Note that, if the location of the ST contact point is predefined and fixed on
the scapula plane, the system of equations will be simplified to a system of 9 equations with 9
unknowns. A derivation of the closed-form expression is considerably simplified for this case.
Once the Cartesian coordinates (in inertial frame) of three points (AC, TS and AI) on the scapula
are found, the orientation matrix 𝐑 𝟐 and position vector 𝑃20 can be derived as follows:


The unit vector along the vector TS-AC is the 3rd column of matrix 𝐑 𝟐
𝐑 𝟐 (: ,3) = (



XAC −XTS YAC −YTS ZAC −ZTS
, L
, L
)
L1
1
1

(21)

The unit vector along the cross product of vectors TS-AC (u) and TS-AI (w) is the 1st
column of matrix 𝐑 𝟐
𝐑 𝟐 (: ,1) = (

(𝑢𝑦 𝑤𝑧 −𝑢𝑧 𝑤𝑦 ) (𝑢𝑧 𝑤𝑥 −𝑢𝑥 𝑤𝑧 ) (𝑢𝑥 𝑤𝑦 −𝑢𝑦 𝑤𝑥 )
, |(𝑢×𝑤)| ,
)
|(𝑢×𝑤)|
|𝑢×𝑤|

(22)



The 3rd unit vector that can be found as the cross product of the above two is the 2nd
column of matrix 𝐑 𝟐 .
𝐑 𝟐 (: ,2) = 𝐑 𝟐 (: ,3) × 𝐑 𝟐 (: ,1)

(23)

The position vector 𝑃20 = (X AC , YAC , ZAC ) is derived from the Cartesian coordinates of the AC joint. It
can be seen that, in all cases, the input set of link lengths (d1, d2, d3, d4) is directly related to the
transformation matrix (rotation matrix 𝐑 𝟐 and position vector 𝑃20 ) which, in turn, contains all the
shoulder girdle joint angles, described in Section 2.
Once the configuration of the moving platform is known, any point, for instance GH joint, defined
in scapula’s coordinate frame B can be found as follows:
𝐺𝐻 0 = 𝑃20 + 𝐑 𝟐 𝐺𝐻 2

(24)

4. Shoulder motion planning with the proposed shoulder girdle mechanism
As stated in Section 2, the kinematic model of the human shoulder is redundant: there exist
multiple sets of joint angles for a given pose of the upper arm. The motion planning in
musculoskeletal shoulder models is a challenging task due to the presence of the ST constraint(s).
When constraints are not considered, the kinematic model’s nine joint angles (q) are independent and
can be ascribed the values of the measured angles (qm). When constraints are considered, the joint
coordinates become interdependent and the motion planning requires data-driven optimisation to
minimise the error between the model’s coordinates q and the measured values of the coordinates qm
at discrete instances of the motion [22, 29, 34, 41-43]. Thus, this kind of approach requires the
availability of the measured data to solve the optimisation problem at every instant of the movement.
The minimal coordinates presented in this work are independent from each other and, when used to
solve Eq. 20, incorporate the constraints. Hence, if measured movement is expressed in terms of the
proposed minimal coordinates it can be directly imposed on the model.
In this Section the proposed model is used for humeral abduction (from 0° to 160°) in the scapular
plane. The method of planning the model’s kinematics is adapted from [41] but it is now applied to
the proposed shoulder model with one ST contact constraint utilizing a novel set of minimal
coordinates presented in the previous Section. The independent variables d1 , d2 , d3 and d4
parameterise shoulder girdle motion and are equivalent to the five joint angles (𝜓1 𝑣1 𝜓2 𝑣2 𝜑2 ). First,
the motion is planned in terms of the minimal coordinates 𝑞𝑚𝑖𝑛 and constructed in terms of 𝑞𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑡)
which is then mapped back to 𝑞(𝑡). Using the shoulder girdle minimal coordinates, the spatial
locations of the scapula points can be found and the joint angles can be extracted from the rotation
matrices R1 and R2 knowing their sequence of rotation.
The time-dependent parameterisation of the minimal coordinates is defined using the dataset from
the literature [22] that contains positions of all the required anatomical landmarks and the dimensions
of the ellipsoid. The minimal set of coordinates 𝑞𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑡) is planned corresponding to the description of
humeral abduction in [41]. From 30° to 160° abduction, the shoulder girdle’s parameters are planned
as a linear function of time. The clavicle’s axial rotation coordinate 𝜑1 is held constant during the first
30° humeral abduction and then rotated posteriorly by 40° using a linear function of time. In order to
simulate the arm abduction in the scapular plane the glenohumeral joint angles 𝜓3 and 𝜑3 are held
constant at 0° and 30° whereas the third glenohumeral angle 𝑣3 is planned using a linear function of
time.
0°
𝜑1 (𝑡) = {
0° + 40°𝑡,

30

𝑡 ∈ [0, 160]
30

𝑡 ∈ [160 , 1]

(25)

d𝑖 (0)
d𝑖 (𝑡) = {
d𝑖 (0) + (d𝑖 (1) − d𝑖 (0))𝑡,

𝜓3 (𝑡) = 0°,

𝑣3 (𝑡) = 0° + 160°𝑡,

30

𝑡 ∈ [0, 160]
30

𝑡 ∈ [160 , 1]
𝜑3 (𝑡) = 30°,

i = 1 - 4.

𝑡 ∈ [0,1]

(26)

(27)

As the minimal coordinates presented in this work are defined as the distances between the main
anatomical landmarks, the initial values d1(0), d2(0), d3(0) and d4(0) are obtained from the existing
dataset of the bony landmarks (Table 2 in [22]). The values d1(1), d2(1), d3(1) and d4(1) are set
according to the measured final pose of the shoulder at 160◦ humeral abduction. The values d1(t),
d2(t), d3(t) and d4(t) are calculated using Eqs.(26)-(29) for t = 0°, 45°, 90°, 120°, 140° and 160°. These
sets of four minimal coordinates (d1, d2, d3, d4) are used as inputs in Eq. (20) to obtain the spatial
locations of the scapula landmarks AC, TS, AI and ST at each instant of the movement. Eq. (20) is
solved in MATLAB using fsolve function with the initial guess vector (initial coordinates of the
scapula landmarks). The initial estimate of the ST contact is chosen to be the centroid of the scapula
plane. Once the geometric location of the three scapula points AC, TS and AI is obtained, the rotation
matrix R2 is constructed using Eqs. (21)-(23). To be consistent with the ISB recommendations [35]
where the scapula reference frame is defined using the scapula landmark AA, the spatial coordinate of
this point is found using Eq. (24). The new rotation matrix R2* is then constructed from the scapula
points AC, TS and AA. Finally, the scapula joint angles are extracted from the rotation matrix using
inverse trigonometric functions knowing that the sequence is Y-X-Z, as stated earlier in Section 2.
The obtained scapular angles during the humeral abduction are shown in Figs. 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. Scapular joint angles during humeral abduction. (a) Scapular internal rotation, 𝑣2 . (b)
Scapular upward rotation, 𝜓2 . (c) Scapular posterior tilting, 𝜑2 .
At 0° humeral abduction (initial position), the scapula is rotated internally 31°, upwardly 2° and
tilted anteriorly 14°. At 160° humeral abduction (final position), the scapula is rotated internally 57°,
upwardly 52° and tilted posteriorly 11°. Hence, the scapula is internally and upwardly rotated and
posteriorly tilted during humeral abduction. The largest change (50°) between the initial and final
values is shown by the upward rotation angle (Fig. 5(b)). Despite the recommendations set by ISB for
the shoulder, the direct comparison between the existing studies in the literature is problematic due to
the methodologic differences: definition of the initial position, orientation of the coordinate systems,
Euler angle sequences, geometrical parameters, variability in marker placement, etc. In this study, the
choice of the initial guess vector can also affect the numerical calculations. Nevertheless, the general
course of the computed scapula joint angles in the presented work is in agreement with the literature
[22, 44-46].
The movement of the ST contact point during humeral abduction on a scapula plane (defined by
points AC, TS and AI) is shown with arrow in Fig. 6. The ST contact point has been close to the
centre of the scapula plane and moved only 16.65 mm during full humeral abduction. This seems to
support the study in [26] where it has been found that the centre of the inner scapular plane had small
deviations in distance and angle with respect to the thorax.

Fig. 6. The movement of the ST contact during humeral abduction (from 0° to 160°) on a scapula
plane.

5. Discussion
As stated earlier, the contact between the scapula bone and thorax, which is not a joint in
anatomical sense, complicates the shoulder kinematics and introduces the constraints to the existing
shoulder biomechanical models. In fact, the shoulder models become less reliable when the
scapulothoracic constraints are not considered [29]. To simplify the shoulder motion planning and
remove the interdependencies between the joint coordinates, minimal parameterisation in terms of
independent variables, which incorporate the model constraints and are equal to the number of DOFs,
is needed. The advantages of using the minimal coordinates for the shoulder motion planning are
introduced in [19] where three sets of seven minimal coordinates (three of which are for the shoulder
girdle) were derived for a 7-DOFs shoulder model with two ST contact constraints. In order to
construct the dynamic model, one needs to map the minimal coordinates back to the joint angle
parameterisation as the kinematic chains defined to model the ST contact points would cause the
physical inconsistencies such as a tensile force in the scapula whereas there is only a compressive one.
The single ST contact point model used to describe the scapulothoracic articulation in this paper
led to the kinematic shoulder model with 8-DOFs, four of which correspond to the shoulder girdle.
After replacing the single ST contact constraint with the equivalent kinematic chain the pose of the
humerus was parameterised using two alternative forward kinematic maps. It was then shown that,
adding redundant UPS links with active prismatic joints to the 2-2 parallel mechanism does not alter
the number of DOFs of the mechanism. Moreover, the variable link lengths of these additional
kinematic chains that are independent of each other and are equal to the number of DOFs can serve as
the minimal set of input parameters for the shoulder girdle parallel mechanism. Thus, in contrast to
the three sets of minimal coordinates proposed in [19], a single common set of minimal coordinates
for both forward kinematic maps was presented in this paper. Indeed, the idea of adding redundant
parallel kinematic links to the closed kinematic chains can be generalised and the approach presented
in this work could form the basis of a general methodology of formulating parameterisations of
kinematic models with closed kinematic chains.
Consequently, the human shoulder girdle is modelled as a 6-4 parallel mechanism. In fact, the
geometry of the additional attachment points on the base could be adjusted in different ways, e.g. in
case when two base joints are placed at one concentric joint on the base the structure of the parallel
mechanism will be described as 5-4. However, the shifts in joint locations will not change the
kinematic properties of the mechanism. The choice of the real bony landmarks for the base joints is
made to facilitate the application of the model in the studies of the shoulder kinematics. The detailed
kinematic analysis of the proposed parallel mechanism is carried out to provide more insight on
kinematic characteristics of the human shoulder. It might be claimed that the feasible mechanical
system can be constructed with similar kinematic characteristics to those of the human shoulder
girdle. The equations of forward kinematics present a novel approach to estimate the spatial
configuration of the scapula allowing the gliding motion of the ST contact point while respecting the
surface constraint. In addition, the proposed shoulder girdle mechanism can be used to track the ST
contact motion during a given shoulder movement which opens a new prospect in shoulder
biomechanics. Also, a moving ST contact point could improve the prediction of muscular moment
arms providing more anatomically real musculoskeletal models [29]. Another advantage of the
proposed parallel mechanism is that it could be adapted to examine pathological cases, e.g. “winging”
scapula, by locating the ST contact point further away from the medial border. In that case, the medial
border of the scapula will be able to lift off the thorax surface.
The case study on shoulder motion planning shows that the proposed model can be used to predict
shoulder kinematics during a given movement. The existing methods to predict shoulder motions use
minimisation with respect to measured kinematics or regression models which do not consider the
kinematic constraints. The advantage of the proposed model is that it directly incorporates the moving
ST contact constraint and simplifies the motion planning without the need of the measured data at
every instant of time. In this regard, the proposed method of shoulder planning using the independent
minimal coordinates can be used to correct the limitations of the regression models and this opens
another appealing perspective. Moreover, the presented minimal coordinates parameterise the
movement of bony landmarks and are apparently applicative for skin marker palpation techniques.
The simplicity with which they can be applied also makes them attractive. The future work can

include the workspace, singularity, Jacobian and dynamic analyses of the proposed parallel
mechanism. A closed-form solution of Eq. (20) can give more insight on the kinematic properties of
the shoulder girdle mechanism. The forces in the actuated limbs in the shoulder girdle parallel
mechanism can be regarded as resultant forces from the shoulder muscles acting on the scapula as the
number of the shoulder muscles involved in the upper limb motions is much greater than the shoulder
DOFs. Finally, the humanoid robots can also replicate this feasible parallel architecture to build the
robotic shoulder girdle mechanism.

6. Conclusions
The human shoulder girdle can be considered as a closed kinematic chain considering the contact
between the scapula and thorax and modelled as a parallel mechanism. The kinematic model of the
human shoulder in this paper is based on the model with one point scapulothoracic contact constraint
which makes the shoulder girdle a 4-DOFs parallel mechanism. It is shown that, by imposing
additional kinematic chains that do not change the number of DOFs, the shoulder girdle can be
modelled as a 6-4 parallel mechanism. Moreover, the redundant link lengths can provide the minimal
set of independent coordinates and can be used to facilitate the shoulder motion planning while
abiding by the moving scapulothoracic joint constraint.
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